HISTORIC LANDMARK RECOGNITION FOR
BALLOCHMYLE VIADUCT
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Viaduct works 1847. Rare mid-19 cent. lithograph (delt. A. Maclure, possibly related to GD&CR
Resident Engineer Hugh Maclure) approved by Chief Engineer John Miller, and also, the engraved
title of Newlands’ influential Carpenter’s and Joiner’s Assistant 1860 in which five major Miller works
feature. Note in quarry the c. 60 ft tall pole cranes top-stayed across the gorge and the site railways
for carrying stones (up to 6½ ft deep) between the quarry and the swivel crane at the viaduct and
along the staging, on which were also two 50 ft tall travelling cranes [inset] for placing stone. © Author
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Railway map of Scotland c. 1860 showing the
G&SWR and Ballochmyle ˃ (over Water of Ayr)
and Lugar Water ˂ Viaducts
© Author

In meeting its remit of encouraging excellence in conserving the finest historical engineering
works the Institution of Civil Engineers [ICE] is delighted to acknowledge the achievement of
Network Rail and Carillion plc in unobtrusively strengthening this magnificent viaduct for the
heaviest freight trains. The Institution, supported by the GSWR Association and Network
Rail, now designates the viaduct a National Historic Civil Engineering Landmark by
initiating and organising a plaque to this effect. This will be ceremonially unveiled on 25 April
2014 by 149th ICE President Geoff French and Provost Jim Todd of East Ayrshire Council.
The viaduct is a worthy candidate for this accolade. When completed in 1849 its main arch,
with a masonry span of 181 ft (55 m), and height from mean water level to parapet top of
177 ft (54 m) [Network Rail], was believed to be the world’s largest on a railway and is still the
largest such in the UK. An idea of its size can be imagined now from the fact that the height
of its rails above the river is significantly greater than at the Forth Bridge [158 ft (48 m)].
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The viaduct’s achievement at the zenith of this genre of construction and on the massive
scale indicated was a product of engineering excellence both on the part of its top-rank
designer, Miller (b.1805 Ayr, d.1883, mentioned on 3 previous Institution plaques from 2005)
and leading railway contractors Ross & Mitchell. It is to the great credit of Ross & Mitchell
that with the number of men at work averaging 400 for over three years, on a project costing
about £41,000 (about £25m. now), not a single accident occurred during its execution.
Work began in November 1845. The keystone was laid on 8 April 1847 and the last stone
on 14 March 1849, seven months after the railway over the viaduct had opened from
Kilmarnock to Auchinleck. The use of local freestone quarries and connecting service
railways greatly facilitated construction. Most of the stone used came from these quarries,
except that for the arch ring which is said to have been quarried near Dundee and brought to
site by railway. The centring comprised mainly huge memel logs cross-connected with ties
and diagonal braces. About 50,000 cu.ft of timber was used and 530,000 cu.ft of stone.
That Miller’s masterpiece is still in good condition and in main line use after 166 years is a
wonderful tribute to the men who built it. It justifies his insistence on best practice and use of
tried and tested rather than novel techniques. To facilitate locomotive operation on the lines
he engineered Miller adopted generous curves and minimal practicable gradients, often
involving costly ‘cut and fill’, a practice of great benefit to posterity in that much of his basic
network from Arbroath to Gretna including the Edinburgh to Glasgow Inter-City, is still in use.
Miller did not consider Ballochmyle his finest viaduct, preferring 161½ ft high Lugar Water
[map] because of its tall piers and intricate foundation provision. But in 1850, then retired, he
did enhance resident engineer M’Candlish’s detailed account of the Ballochmyle work to the
Royal Scottish Society of Arts by furnishing ‘a beautiful model and picture’ [TRSSA, 1851, 3].

Plaque to be unveiled at the viaduct on 25 April 2014 ©Alexander Pollock Precision Engravers
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Viaduct 1910 Note intricate superficial detailing of masonry to relieve massiveness effect ©Author

Viaduct 2007 (Paxton & Shipway Civil Engineering Heritage Scotland 2007, 285, Crown Copyright)

In conclusion, the author on behalf of the ICE Panel for Historical Works, acknowledges the
valuable support for this event of Duncan Sooman, Network Rail Head of Engineering Scotland;
Carillion plc; ICE President Geoff French; Provost Jim Todd and Heriot-Watt University.
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